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Sound Symbolism: Meaning Differences
Between Americans and Japanese
Matthew D. Fjeldsted
Brigham Young University

INTRODUCTION
Although the study of sound symbolism is by
no means a new development in the field of linguistics, it has probably received far less attention than
many other areas of linguistics. Within the study of
sound symbolism, research pertaining to the different semantic values held in common by the people of
different language-speaking popUlations, is even
more limited.
In spite of the limited amount of research in
sound symbolism, there is ample justification for
undertaking such studies. One of the primary reasons for the study of sound symbolism has been the
desire to gain a greater understanding of how the
mind functions. In Language, Thought, and Reality
(Carroll, 1956), Whorf said that "Language,
through lexation, has made the speaker more acutely
conscious of certain dim psychic sensations; it has
actually produced awareness on lower planes than
its own" (p. 267). Whorf claimed that the "vowels
or consonants of the words ... or what is often rather
inaccurately called the music of words" (p. 267),
can affect our psychological perceptions and add
greater meaning to a word than one recognizes in
either the lexical item as a single unit or even tre
well-known morphemes of which it may be composed. Whorf went on to say:
There is a logic mastery in the power of
language to remain independent of lowerpsyche facts, to override them, now point them
up, now toss them out of the picture, to mold
the nuances of words to its own rule, whether
the psychic ring of the sounds fits or not. If the
sounds fit, the psychic quality of the sounds is
increased, and this can be noticed by the
layman. If the sounds do not fit, the psychic
quality changes to accord with the linguistic
meaning, no matter how incongruous with the
sound, and this is not noticed by the layman.
(p.267)

According to Whorf, when the sounds of a word
carry meaning that is consistent with the linguistic
definition of a word, such sounds heighten the effect
of the word. On the other hand, when the meaning
inherent in the sounds of a word are inconsistent
with the meaning assigned to the word, most people
are oblivious to the incongruity and simply accept
the linguistic definition without noticing tre
"conflict". Whorf suggested that these two meanings
can result in a synergy that enhances the meaning of
a word; however, when they are in conflict, the
psyche content of the sounds is simply disregarded
by most people without affecting the semantic value
of the word as it has been defined lexically.
Within this claim, that vowels and consonants
contain a certain "psychic quality", is the assertion
that some degree of universality exists in their
interpretation. Hill (1987), in a study of sound symbolism, claimed that "psychologists have studied
and analyzed what they term phonetic symbolism
more extensively than linguists" (p. 3). He went on
to say that the research of psychologists in this field
has generally been done in the form of "sound
games" in which subjects pick from an antonym pair
of another language, the word which they feel most
likely corresponds to a gloss in their own language.
It is claimed that their ability to perform better than
chance on such tasks is due to universals in sound
symbolism.
Although a considerable amount of research has
substantiated the existence of these seemingly intrinsic meanings, one must use caution in imagining
that every sound in every word carries a significant
amount of "psyche sensation". Jespersen (1964),
cautioned both against the extreme of over applying
the principles of sound symbolism and the extreme
of completely denying the existence of a correlation
between the sounds of words and their meaning:
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Yes, of course it would be absurd to maintain
that all words at all times in all languages had a
signification corresponding exactly to their
sounds, each sound having a definite meaning
once and for all. But is there really much logic
in the opposite extreme, which denies any kind
of sound symbolism (apart from the small
class of evident echoism or onomatopoeia)? (p.
397).
Other researchers have shown interesting correlations between the way polar opposites are perceived by different senses. Kohler (Kohler, 1915,
commented on by J akobson, 1987) showed correspondences between the visual perception of
chromatic colors and the auditory perception of the
vowel system. Jakobson (Jakobson & Waugh,
1987) supported Kohler's conclusions, stating that
The analogy with the arrangements of different
sense domains is evident here and leads to the
unprejudiced conclusion that the vowel system
displays 'almost the same fundamental
properties as the chromatic colors' (p. 192).
Jakobson went on to say that "The hypothesis that
light-dark is a universal attribute of all senses is
constantly being tested in new domains" (p. 194). A
large number of the studies in sound symbolism
have been associated with continuums such as the
light-dark continuum and the color spectrum.
Research such as this indicates that there exist not
only universal characteristics in the way people
perceive meaning in sounds, but that there may also
be universal attributes involved in the perception of
meaning by one person through his separate senses.
The study of sound symbolism also has its
proper place within the research of language
acquisition. When the lexical definition of a word is
congruent with the meanings inherent in the vowels
and consonants contained within that word, and
when there is a universal tendency toward the
meanings of certain sounds, then it stands to reason
that the sound symbolism contained within a word
could affect the ease or difficulty with which it is
acquired. It might be expected that when all else is
held constant (impossible as it may be) vocabulary
that harbor this synergy might be easier to acquire.
If this hypothesis is true, then its ramifications
would have practical value for language teachers and
materials developers. Perhaps this sort of synergy
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could be considered a form of markedness; the unmarked forms being those with the synergy. If such
is the case, then one could suppose that a small
amount of facilitation takes place when lexical items
of similar meaning from two different languages are
both unmarked such as with the English teeny and
the Japanese chiisai (where both forms use [i] which
is claimed to express smallness). More research in
this field is definitely warranted and needed.
Finally, on peruaps the most practical level, Hill
(1987) claimed that an understanding of sound symbolism "sheds light on our knowledge of human communication" (p. 1). In his paper, Hill said that the
mental idealizations of sounds, and not that of
thei ~ articulation, are the building blocks of
language ... Whereas how humans make
sounds is an important study, how humans
interpret sounds may shed more light on
language (p. 8).
This greatly affects the whole human family in the
way thoughts are expressed through literature,
speech, advertising, and all forms of media.
Communication can be enhanced by an application
of the knowledge gained from the study of sound
symbolism. A few specific examples include: (1)
Bolinger's (1965, p. 245) "family of slap, clap, rap,
tap, flap, and lap denot[ing] actions that strike and
then glide off', (2) the initial fl- clusters, such as
flutter, flicker, flow, flap, flip, flop, fling, fly, flick,
flinch, and flounce, which often depict movement,
and (3) Bolinger's (1965) "nip, clip, tip, sip, dip,
grip, pip, quip, yip (contrast yap) ,flip (contrastflop
[and flap]), drip (contrast droop and drop)" which
suggest a light or sharp blow, or the result of such a
blow (p. 245).
Seventy years ago Jespersen (1922) claimed that
languages are growing richer in sound symbolism.
If the languages of the world are in fact changing in
the direction maintained by Jespersen, then is it a
result of a greater awareness of the sound symbolism of language or is it caused by something
altogether different? Understanding the answer to
questions such as this will not only result in a
greater understanding of sound symbolism, but also
of language change, the history of language, and
other aspects of linguistics and communication.
In light of the many benefits of sound symbolism research, this study is directed toward identify-
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ing the extent to which certain sounds may embrace
semantic values that are held in common to more
than one language-speaking population: in particular
Americans and Japanese.
BACKGROUND
The study of sound symbolism is not limited to
recent endeavors. Many attempts have been made by
linguists and psychologists in an effort to better
understand how the mind works and to identify
meanings that may be inherently related to certain
sounds. In the study of sound symbolism, vowels
have received a considerable amount of attention.
The one vowel which has probably received the
most scrutiny is the high, front, unrounded [i].
According to Jakobson (Jakobson & Waugh, 1987),
"The associ ability of [i] with smallness and lightness
[was] first noted by Socrates" (p. 187). One of tre
earliest and most famous studies on sound symbolism in [i] is that of Sapir (1927, 1929). As quoted
by Jakobson:
'If anyone is inclined to doubt the reality of
such symbolisms in speech, let him try the
following experiment which I have myself
tried a number of times with practically 100%
success' (1927, p. 429). Listeners were asked
to use the imaginary words la, law, Ii to name
three tables of different size; they chose li to
symbolize the small table, law the big one, and
la a middle-sixed table, a table par excellence
(p. 188).
Jonathan Swift made use of the intrinsic smallness
of [i] in his book Gulliver's Travels. He named the
land of the dwarfs, Lilliput, and had Gulliver
referred to as Grildrig when within the land of the
giants.
There are numerous other studies on [i].
Jespersen (1933), in his essay, "Symbolic Value of
the Vowel i", said that this vowel "serves very often
to indicate what is small, slight, insignificant or
weak" (p. 283). In an experiment by Maxime
Chastaing (1965; as commented on by Jakobson, in
Jakobson & Waugh, 1987), fifty children between
five and six were asked to use [pim] and [pum] to
name two cardboard figures that differed in size;
76% of the children chose pim for the smaller one
and pum for the larger one.
The association of [i] with smallness is only the

tip of the iceberg. While [i] has been associated with
smallness, back vowels have been associated with
largeness. Most vowels have been associated with a
number of meanings. The use of antonym pairs in
such studies has been very common. Examples of
other antonym pairs that have been studied include:
bright/dark, cold/warm, hard/soft, sharp/blunt,
hi gh/low , quick/slow, narrow/wide, and so on. A
number of studies have also been directed toward
establishing an association between vowels and
colors.
Consonants are a different story. According to
Beaunis & Binet (1892; as commented on by
Jakobson, in Jakobson & Waugh, 1987) who studied the associations of sounds and colors
It is true that various factors, in particular the
lesser separability of consonants in our actual
verbal experience, and their more or less
achromatic greyish character, hamper the exact
determination of consonantal links with colors:
consonants 'have no patent colors [couleurs
jranchesj, they are all more or less greyish'(Beaunis & Binet 1892: 456).
Hill (1987), claimed that the single, most consonantal sounds, like [t], carry the least amount of
meaning; whereas consonantal clusters such as [skr]
are likely to carry much more meaning. This is
consistent with the example of fl- clusters already
cited in the "Introduction".
Kindaichi (1957) claimed that voicing plays a
part in the meaning of consonantal sounds. He cited
Japanese lexical examples showing that many voiced
consonants carry meanings such as dull, heavy, big,
and dirty, while voiceless consonants often convey
contrasting meanings like sharp, light. smail, and
pretty. Examples from Sanseido's New Concise
Japanese-English Dictionary such as zarazara ("feel
rough; be rough to the feel [touch]") and sarasara
("smoothly; fluently; with ease; flow with a murmur;
rustle") illustrate his point.
In relation to the consistency of the perceived
semantic content of sounds by people of different
native languages, Boas (1938) maintained that "it is
not by any means certain that the same impressions
are conveyed in all languages, but similar phenomena are not rare" (p. 132). Although research in this
area is somewhat limited, a few contrastive studies
of American and Japanese subjects do exist.
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Miron (1961) conducted an experiment aimed at
detennining the universality of phonetic symbolism
in different languages. As with other researchers
already referenced, Miron stated that "It is also clear
that not all words in any given language are faithful
examples of phonetic symbolism" (p. 623). Miron
attempted to demonstrate the "universality of phonetic symbolism" by attempting "to detennine the
actual meanings assigned to various phonetic elements in nonsense combinations by subjects from
diverse linguistic communities" (p623). In order to
do this, Miron prepared a series of nonsense words
recorded on a tape by a trained phonetician. This
tape was then listened to by American and Japanese
subjects. The subjects used a seven-point scale to
indicate the meaning that they felt was conveyed by
the stimuli on the tape. Each scale constituted a
continuum with antonym pairs at the endpoints.
Examples of the antonym pairs used include: goodbad, beautiful-ugly, large-small, heavy-light, and
quiet-noisy. Fifteen meaning pairs were organized
into three groups-evaluative, potency, and activity-based on the study of Osgood, Suci, &
Tannenbaum (1957).
Miron was exceedingly careful in his procedures. He strived to: (1) fonn sound combinations
that constituted nonsense words to both language
groups, (2) adhere to the phonemic distribution laws
of both English and Japanese, (3) fonn nonsense
words with sounds lying in the range between the
Japanese and American allophones, (4) take great
care in statistical methods and procedures. In his
conclusion, Miron stated that:
the materials had expressive symbolic value
accruing to their inherent phonetic content and
not to any meanings via real-word associates.
These affective meanings were found to bear
consistent lawful relations to the phonetic
properties of the sounds. The fact that these
meaningful differentiations and their relations
to phonetic properties proved to be highly
similar across two contrasting linguistic groups
suggests that the laws governing phonetic
symbolism may have a universal character (p.
630).
More specifically, in regard to the phonetic properties and their associated meanings, Miron claimed
the existence of a tendency for front vowels and
consonants to sound "pleasant" and "weak" and for
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back vowels and consonants to sound "unpleasant"
and "strong". Regarding the correlation between the
two language-speaking groups, Miron found the
highest level of correlation in his "evaluative" group
of antonym pairs, and the least amount of correlation
in his "activity" group. All three groups, however,
showed significant correlation.
Another interesting study comparing the semantic content of sounds as perceived by Americans and
Japanese was conducted more recently by Veda
(1980). Veda's study also included Spanish subjects. Instead of categorizing antonym pairs in
groups as Miron, Veda reported on each of the
following five dichotomies separately: bright-dark,
sharp-dull, small-large, hard-soft, and light-heavy.
Veda used 75 two-syllable, meaningless words,
each with the accent on the first syllable. Like
Miron, Veda used a seven-point scale on which the
semantic judgements were made. Veda showed a
significant amount of correlation between the language groups. The degree of correlation varied with
each of the five word pairs. One problem with
Veda's study, however, was the small size of his
subject g~oups. The subjects included only two
Americans, three Spanish, and three Japanese.
Based on these studies, it can be seen that
vowels and consonant clusters often carry more
meaning than do the least marked (most consonantal) of the single consonants. It was also shown
that some researchers, such as Kindaichi, believe
that consonantal voicing can have an effect on
meaning. In regard to the universality of these
inherent meanings, it was shown in two studies of
American and Japanese subjects, that the likelihood
for a significant degree of commonality is very high.
It was predicted therefore, that in this study
also, there would be a significant amount of correlation between American and Japanese subjects. It
was also anticipated that the degree of correlation
might vary with meaning pairs, as it did for Miron
(1961) and Veda (1980). It was further predicted
that the vowels used in this study would carry a
greater amount of meaning than the consonantal
stops. This is somewhat at odds with the emphasis
of Miron's study which took the frontness and
backness of vowels and consonants together and
ascribed the sound-meaning associations to the position of the united consonant-vowel-consonant
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syllables rather than the individual phonemes.
Finally, although there is yet little evidence, it was
anticipated that consonantal voicing might playa part
in sound meanings in accordance with the claims of
Kindaichi (1957).
RESEARCH DESIGN
An experiment was designed to test the abovementioned predictions. American and Japanese subjects were asked to associate nonsense words, with
antonym pairs. The subjects were to choose from
the antonym pair, the one word which they felt was
most likely an expression of meaning similar to that
of the nonsense word played on a cassette recorder.
Five antonym pairs were used. An investigation
was performed to test whether the subjects' selections might be made by chance or whether there was
significant evidence to infer that specific phonetic
features embrace certain meanings. Analysis was
also performed to determine whether there was
significant correlation between the responses of the
American and Japanese subjects.

SUBJECTS
The subjects consisted of eight Americans and
.eight Japanese. Both the American and Japanese
groups included three male subjects and five female
subjects. All of the subjects were either college
students at Brigham Young University or at the
English Language Center (an intensive ESL program
at Brigham Young University). The Japanese students' average length of stay in the United States
was approximately 7 months. None of the American
students had ever been to Japan, nor did any of them
speak any Japanese. The average age of the
American students was approximately 20; the average age of the Japanese students was approximately
23.

ENGLISH

(JAPANESE)

INSTRUMENTS & PROCEDURES
The test consisted of a series of 176 nonsense
words prerecorded on a cassette tape. Many of the
176 words were identical. Each student had an
answer sheet with 176 items. Each item listed a pair
of opposites such asfast/slow. The Japanese answer
sheets were written in Japanese using the Roman
alphabet. Each nonsense item on the tape was
pronounced four times in succession. Each set of
four utterances took approximately 12 seconds,
during which time the subjects were expected to
respond on their individual answer sheets. The
response solicited was the selection of the one of the
two opposites with the meaning which the subject
felt most closely resembled the nonsense word on
the tape. The students were encouraged to answer all
176 questions.
Five antonym pairs were used. For four of the
antonym pairs, 12 nonsense words were each used
three times making a total of 36 test items per
antonym pair. For the last antonym pair, 16
nonsense words were each used twice making a total
of 32 test items. Thus, in total there were 176
questions. The 176 items consisted of the following
five groups of antonym pairs:
Each set of antonyms was presented half of the
time in the order shown above and half of the time in
reverse order (such asfast/slow and slow/fast). The
176 questions were completely randomized so that
the five groups were entirely interspersed.
The nonsense words used for the first four pairs
of antonyms were CV (consonant-vowel), single
syllable words. The nonsense words used in conjunction with the last set of antonyms were CVCV
and CVCVCVCV. All nonsense words consisted of
front ([iD or back ([a), [0], [uD vowels. Front and
back vowels never occurred in the same word. The

ENGLISH

slow
(hayai)
fast
dull
(surudoi)
sharp
heavy
(karui)
light
(chiisai)
big
small
dirty & ugly
(kirei)
clean & pretty
Table 1:
English and Japanese Antonym Palrs

(JAPANESE)
(osoi)
(nibui)
( omoi)
(ookii)
(ki tanai)
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only consonants used were stops: bilabial ([p] &
[b]), alveolar ([t] & [d]), and velar ([k] & [d]). Half
of the consonants were voiceless ([p], [t], & [k])
and half were voiced ([b], [d], & [g]). Thus, as an
example, thefast/slow antonym pair was associated
three times each with the following 12 nonsense
words: pi, bi, ti, di, ki, gi, pa, ba, ta, da, ka, and
gao This pattern for fonning nonsense words can be
seen more clearly in the example of the first antonym
pair,fast/slow, as shown below in Table 2.
In the production of the recording, care was
taken to avoid excessively high and low pitches.
This is due to the fact that Solomon (1959) showed
that higher pitches are most often correlated with
smaller objects.
In addition to the concern over pitch, care was
taken to avoid word associations with actual vocabulary in the Japanese and English lexicon. For
example, predicting that [iJ embraces semantic
attributes for smallness, and [a] possesses properties
of largeness, the choice of teeny/large for antonym
pairs and pi, pa, etc. for nonsense words, could
potentially cause a significant amount of bias for the
English-speaking subjects.
The test was administered on two occasions,
one day apart. American and Japanese subjects were
present at each session. The instructions were given
in both English and Japanese. Two examples were
given before the test was begun.

DATA ANALYSIS
The data analysis was based on phonetic
features of the nonsense words and the nationality
and sex of the subjects. The phonetic features have
already been presented in Table 2. Taking the combination of the fastl slow antonym pair and the front
vowel phonetic feature as an example, each subject
had 18 opportunities (six nonsense words containing front vowels, each used three times) to assign
either the meaning fast or the meaning slow to the
nonsense words (pi, bi, ti, di, ki, gi) repeated on the
tape. Based on the prediction that front vowels
would be perceived as being fast, it was then
detennined how many times, out of a total of 18, the
nonsense words containing front vowels, were
assigned the predicted meaning. After the totals for
each antonym pair/phonetic feature combination
were figured for each individual, totals were calculated for those of the same sex within each nativelanguage group and then for each native-language
group as a whole. Because the predictions played a
part in the analysis, they are given below in Table 3.

PHONETIC
FEATURE

NONSENSE WORDS

PHONETIC
FEATURE

NONSENSE WORDS

Front Vowel

pi, bi, ti
di, ki, gi

Back vowel

pa, ba, ta
da, ka, ga

Front consonant

pi, bi, pa, ba

Back consonant

ki, gi, ka, ga

Front vowel/cons

pi, bi

Back vowel/cons

ka, ga

Voiceless cons

pi, ti, ki
pa, ta, ka

Voiced consonant

bi, di, gi
ba, da, ga

Table 2:

12 Nonsense Words AssOclated wlth Fast/Slow Antonym Palr
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I MEANING

I PHONETIC FEATURES

FAST

I AMERICANS I JAPANESE

front vowel
front consonant
front vowel & cons

IA vs J

fast

fast

S(2)

slow

slow

S

front vowel
front consonant
front vowel & cons

sharp

sharp

S

voiceless consonant

sharp

sharp

S

back vowel
back consonant
back vowel & cons

dull

dull

S

voiced consonant

dull

dull

S

front vowel
front consonant
front vowel & cons

light
light
light

light
light
light

S
S
S

voiceless consonant

light

light

S

back vowel
back consonant
back vowel & cons

heavy
heavy
heavy

heavy
heavy
heavy

S
S
S

voiced consonant

heavy

heavy

S

front vowel
front consonant
front vowel & cons

small
small
small

small
small
small

voiceless consonant

small

small

back vowel
back consonant
back vowel & cons

big
big
big

big
big
big

voiced consonant

big

big

front vo\>Jel
front consonant
front vowel & cons

clean
clean
clean

clean
clean
clean

NS(2)
NS
NS

voiceless consonant

clean

clean

NS

back vowel
back consonant
back vowel & cons

dirty
dirty
dirty

dirty
dirtv
dirty

NS
NS
NS

dirty

dirty

NS

voiceless consonant

SLOW

back vowel
back consonant
back vowel & cons
voiced consonant

SHARP

DULL

LIGHT

HEAVY

SMALL

BIG

CLEAN &
PRETTY

DIRTY &
UGLY

(

...
"SI1

"NS"

Table 3:

..

voiced consonant
...

..

~ignificant difference b~tween American and Japanese responses,
~ignificant difference between American and Japanese responses.

Eot

Prediction of Phonetic Feature/Antonym Pair Associations
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As it can be seen from Table 3, there were 40 sets of
antonym pair/phonetic feature associations. This is
the result of combining the five antonym pairs and
the eight phonetic features. Table 3 also exhibits the
forecasting of general tendencies such as the consistent grouping of front vowels with front consonants
and front vowels with voiceless consonants.
Finally, based on the antonym pair/phonetic
feature association task totals, chi-square calculations were performed:
1 . to see whether significant correlation existed
between the responses of the different sexes
within the two native-language groups,
2. to determine if the phonetic feature/antonym pair
associations made by the individual nativelanguage groups differed significantly with
chance,and
3. to test whether the correlations made by the two
native-language groups differed significantly
with each other.
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
This section is divided into five parts. The first
three are increasingly broader in scope: (1) "Gender
within Native-Language Group", (2) "NativeLanguage Group Versus Chance", and (3)
"Americans versus Japanese". The last two parts
explicate the findings within two different contexts:
(4) "Phonetic Features" and (5) "Antonym Pairs".
Much of the following analysis is organized with
respect to the 40 antonym pair/phonetic feature
combinations listed in Table 3 and Table 4.
GENDER WITHIN NATIVE-LANGUAGE
GROUP
First, it was investigated whether or not significant correlation could be found between the
responses of the male and female subjects within
each native-language group. Based on chi-square
tests with one degree of freedom, the American male
and American female responses showed a lack of
significant correlation only three out of 40 times.
Two of the three times involved voiceless consonants and the other was in the use of back vowels.

The Japanese male and female groups also differed
significantly only three times. Like the Americans,
two of the three incidents involved voiceless consonants; the third was in the use of the front
voweVconsonant combination. These six occurrences are marked by "A" (Americans) and "B"
(Japanese) in Table 4.
In terms of meaning, the American males and
females differed one time each on light, heavy, and
clean & pretty. The Japanese differed one time on
fast, and twice on clean & pretty.
From this data it can be seen that there was little
variation between the responses of the male and
female subjects within each native-language group.
Perhaps even more interesting, however, is the fact
that the few differences that were manifested
showed some consistency. Both the Americans and
the Japanese differed two out of the three times in
their perception of voiceless consonants.
Furthermore, five of the six differences for the
Americans and Japanese combined were in the front
& voiceless half of the phonetic features tested.
NATIVE-LANGUAGE GROUP VERSUS
CHANCE
Based on the null hypothesis, that the American
subjects' phonetic feature/antonym pair associations
were based on chance (with one degree of freedom,
significant at 3.841 for = .05), the chi-square values
were significant, and the null hypothesis was
rejected, 28 out of 40 times. The Japanese responses
showed a similar pattern; 26 out of 40 phonetic
feature/antonym pair associations differed significantly with chance. These findings, presented in
detail in Table 4, give credence to the fundamental
claims of sound symbolism.
Some of the data from Table 4 has been further
summarized in Table 5 below.
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MEANING
FAST

SLOW

SHARP

DULL

LIGHT

HEAVY

SMALL

BIG

CLEAN &
PRETTY

DIRTY
UGLY

&

PHONETIC FEATURES

AMERICANS

JAPANESE

A vs J

% Chi-Sq(3)

% Chi-Sq(3)

Chi-Sq(4)

front vowel
front consonant
front vowel & cons

70%
49%
79%

23.36'\"
.04
16.33*

56%
51%
60%

1. 78
.04
2.08

6.56"c
.08
4.00'\"

voiceless consona(B)

61%

7.11*

73%

30.25"c

4. 54,\"

back vowel
back consonant
back vowel & cons

69%
51%
60%

21.78*
.04
2.08

43%
35%
29%

2.78
8.l7'\"
8 . 3 3,\"

20. 37,'c
4.78"c
9.48"c

voiced consonant

60%

6.25'\"

60%

6.25'\"

.00

front vowel
front consonant
front vowel & cons

76%
48%
79%

40.ll'\"
.17
l6.33'\"

60%
53%
71%

5.44"c
.38
8.33"c

9.20"c
.52
.89

voiceless consonant

59%

4.69*

76%

40.11'\"

9.93"c

back vowel
back consonant
back vowel & cons

84%
46%
77%

66.69*
.67
14.08*

64%
51%
56%

11.ll'\"
.04
.75

l5.l6'\"
.52
4.69"c

voiced consonant

66%

14. 69,\"

81%

53.78"c

7 . 82,';-

front vowel
front consonant
front vowel & cons

58%
46%
65%

4.00"c
.67
4.08'\"

57%
63%
75%

2.78
6 . OO,'c
l2.00"c

.06
5. 37,'c
1. 24

voiceless consona(A)

69%

2l.78"c

86%

75.1U

11. 57,'c

back vowel
(A)
back consonant
back vowel & cons

60%
48%
48%

6.25'\"
.17
.08

56%
57%
60%

1. 78
2.04
2.08

.70
1. 69
1. 51

voiced consonant

72%

26.69·k

85%

69.44"c

7.33"c

front vowel
front consonant
front vowel & cons

68%
40%
63%

l8.78'\"
4.l7"c
3.00

59%
51%
77%

4. 69"c
.04
l4.08'\"

2.53
2.54
2.42

voiceless consonant

55%

1. 36

70%

23.36"c

7 . l7"c

back vmvel
back consonant
back vowel & cons

81%
57%
81%

56.25"c
2.04
l8.75"c

73%
59%
63%

30. 25,'c
3.38
3.00

2.83
.09

4 . 17"";

voiced consonant

68%

l8.78"c

84%

66.69"c

10.08,':

front vowel
front consonant
front vowel & con(B)

81%
56%
77%

50.00'\"
2.00
l8.06'\"

19%
9%
17%

50.00'\"
87.78"c
27.56'\"

100.00"c
66.34":
45.30"c

voiceless conso(A/B)

77%

36. l3,\"

17%

55.l3"c

90.60"c

back vowel
back consonant
back vowel & cons

66%
41%
67%

l2.50'\"
4 . 50,'c
7.56"c

99%
89%
98%

l24.03,'c
78.l3"c
60.06,\"

49.85"c
65.87'\"
2l.96"c

61%

6. l3,\"

98%

116. 28,\"

52.56,'c

voiced consonant
(1) ChI-square tests were Jone wull one
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Percentages and Chi-Square Values for American & Japanese
subjects in Antonym Pair/Phonetic Features Association
Tasks
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NUMBER OF TIMES THAT ASSOCIATION OF
MEANING WITH PHONETIC FEATURES DIFFERED
SIGNIFICANTLY WITH CHANCE
JAPANESE

AMERICANS
Front vowel
Front consonant
Front vowel & cons

5 out of 5
1 out of 5
4 out of 5

2 out of 5
4 out of 5

4 out of 5
14 out of 20

5 out of 5
14 out of 20

Back vowel
Back consonant
Back vowel & cons

5 out of 5
1 out of :;
3 out of 5

3 out of 5

Voiced consonant
TOTAL

5 out of 5
14 out of 20

5 out of 5
12 out of 20

Voiceless consonant
TOTAL

TOTAL
Table 5:

3 out of 5

2 out of 5
2 out of 5

26 out of 40
28 out of 40
Number of Tlmes Phonetlc Feature/Antonym Palr
Associations Differed Significantly with Chance

PHONETIC FEATURE

NUMBER OF TIMES THE
AMERICANS & JAPANESE
TO NONSENSE WORDS W/
FEATURES DIFFERED

MANNER IN WHICH
ASSIGNED MEANING
SPECIFIC PHONETIC
SIGNIFICANTLY

Vowel
Consonant
Vowel & consonant

6 out of 10
4 out of 10
6 out of 10

Consonant Voicing

9 out of 10

TOTAL
Table 6..

25 out of 40
Slgnlflcant Dlfferences between the Responses of Amerlcan
& Japanese Subjects

AMERICANS VERSUS JAPANESE
The far right column of Table 4 lists the chisquare values for the test of the probability that
American and Japanese subjects assigned meanings
to specific phonetic features in the same way. The
null hypothesis was rejected 25 out of 40 times by
significant chi-square values. Table 6 summarizes
this data.

A comparison of the data in Table 6 with the
percentages in Table 4 highlights the fact that eight
of the nine times the American and Japanese
responses differed significantly in regard to voicing,
the Japanese percentages were higher (actually, in
absolute terms, all nine are greater when the predictions are not used as a basis for measurement). This
shows that not only do the two groups differ, but

..
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that they also show consistency in their variation.
When the difference between the American and
Japanese groups was deemed· to be significant,
however, it was not necessarily true that the
responses of the two groups showed opposite
trends. In fact, in Table 7 it can be seen that in 22 of
40 cases the Americans and Japanese varied in the
same direction with respect to chance, and on only
four occasions did they show significance variation
in the opposite direction.
This same fact can be seen by the consistency
with which the percentages in Table 4 remain over
50% for both Americans and Japanese. The most
significant exceptions are to be found in the antonym
pair pretty & clean/dirty & ugly.
PHONETIC FEATURES

The data previously given in Table 5, showing
the significant differences between the American and
Japanese responses by phonetic feature, has been
further summarized in table 8. From this compilation
of the data it appears that the American subjects
assigned greater meaning to the vowels, while the
Japanese subjects showed a slightly greater consistency in the assignment of meaning to the voicing of
consonants.
Table 9 shows the percentage of responses
consistent with the predictions for the same
categories as Table 8.
While the American subjects assigned front and
back vowels to nonsense words at a rate 71 %
consistent with the predictions, the Japanese rate for
vowel/meaning association was somewhat lower.
Voicing, on the other hand, shows 65% for the
Americans and 79% for the Japanese. Table 9, like
Table 8, infers that the American subjects seemed to
get more meaning out of the vowels, while the
Japanese subjects appeared to find greater meaning
in the voicing of consonants. Neither group seemed
to glean much from the frontness or backness of the
consonants .

SOUND SYMBOLISM: AMERICANS AND JAPANESE

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
CORRELATION OF
AMERICAN & JAPANESE
SUBJECTS WITH CHANCE

BREAKDOWN OF THE 25
TIMES AMERICAN &
JAPANESE RESPONSES
DIFFERED SIGNIFICANTLY

Neither group significant
versus chance
Both groups significant
in same direction
One group significant;
one group not
Both groups significant;
opposite direction

TOTAL
Table 7..
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0

6

11
11

16
22

10

14

4

4

25
40
Dlfference between the Amerlcan & Japanese Antonym
Pair/Phonetic Feature Associations versus Chance

PHONETIC FEATURE

NUMBER OF TIMES THAT hSSOCIATION OF
MEANING WITH PHONETIC FEATURES DIFFERED
SIGNIFICANTLY WITH CHANCE
JAPANESE

AMERICANS
Vowel
Consonant
Vowel & consonant
Voicing
TOTAL
Table 8:

BREAKDOWN OF
ALL 40
MEANING/SOUND
ASSOCIATIONS

10 out of 10
2 out of 10
7 out of 10

6 out of 10
4 out of 10
6 out of 10

9 out of 10

10 out of 10

28 out of 40
26 out of 40
Number of Tlmes that the Assoclatlon of Meanlng wlth
Phonetic Features Differed significantly with Chance

PHONETIC FEATURE

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONSES CONSISTENT
WITH PREDICTIONS (1)
AMERICANS

JAPANESE
UNADJUSTED

ADJUSTED(I)

Vowel
Consonant
Vowel & consonant

71%
48%
70%

59%
52%
61%

66%
62%
71%

voicing

65%

73%

79%

(1 )

Adjustments were made to the Japanese data tor the phonetic teatures
associated with slow and pretty/clean which countered the predictions,
but showed significance versus chance.

Table 9:

Percentage of Responses Consistent with Predictions:
by Phonetic Feature

~
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MEANING

PHONETIC FEATURES

FAST

front vowel
front consonant
front vowel & cons

fast

S(l)

fast

S

voiceless consonant

fast

back vowel
back consonant
back vowel & cons

slow

voiced consonant

slow

slow

front vowel
front consonant
front vowel & cons

sharp

sharp

sharp

sharp

voiceless consonant

sharp

sharp

S

back vowel
back consonant
back vowel & cons

dull

dull

S

voiced consonant

dull

front vowel
front consonant
front vowel & cons

light

SLOW

SHARP

DULL

LIGHT

HEAVY

SMALL

AMERICANS

CLEAN/
PREtrTY

DIRTY/
UGLY

~}

A vs J

fast

S

fast(2)
fast(2)

S
S
S

dull

S

S

dull

S

light

light
light

S

voiceless consonant

light

light

S

back vowel
back consonant
back vowel & cons

heavy

voiced consonant

heavy

heavy

S

small
big(2)

small

front vowel
front consonant
front vowel & cons
voiceless consonant

BIG

JAPANESE

small
small

S

back vowel
back consonant
back vowel & cons

big

voiced consonant

big

big

S

front vowel
front consonant
front vowel & cons

clean
clean

dirtY~2}
dirty
2
dirty 2

S
S
S

voiceless consonant

clean

dirty(2)

S

dirty
clean(2)
dirty

dirty
dirty
dirty

S
S
S

back vowel
back consonant
back vowel & cons

big

big

S

voiced consonant
dirty
dirty
S
"S" = .8.lgnltlcant dltterence between AmerIcan and Japanese responses
Results which were contrary to the predictions.
All phonetic feature/semantic value associations with chi-square tests that
were significant are filled in with the appropriate word (i.e. fast); all
those wnich are blank were not significant.

Table 10:

Results of Chi-Square Tests.
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ANTONYM PAIRS
Table 10 presents the chi-square tests which
resulted in significance. From this table one can
easily see which meanings were associated with
which phonetic features.
Table 10 shows that the predictions for the
American group were reasonably accurate. The two
greatest surprises were: (1) the association of bigness with front consonants and (2) the association of
clean-ness with back consonants. The first item
seems to be a result of bias created by the use of the
word big in the antonym pair and the vowel [i] to
represent front vowels. This resulted in ~
nonsense word, bi, which seems to have been
associated with the word big. Use of the word large
in the antonym pair may have helped to avert this
problem; however, large was intentionally avoided
because of bias that may have resulted with the use
of the back vowel [a] which is predicted to connote
large-ness. The complexity of this issue brings out
the importance of a sound test design.
The Japanese data revealed two more sizable
discoveries: (1) the association of fast-ness with
back consonants and with the back voweVconsonant
combination and (2) the association of dirty & ugliness with front vowels, front consonants, front
voweVconsonants, and voiceless consonants.
For the Americans, ten out of ten times the
predictions concerning vowel associations came
true. Additionally, nine out of ten times the voicing
of consonants showed the same trend as the vowels;
front vowels were associated with the same meanings as voiceless consonants and back vowels consistently correlated with voiced consonants. The
only time that voicing did not show the same trend
as vowel frontness/backness, was one time when
voicing for the American subjects showed no significance in either direction.
The Japanese, on the other hand, showed a
greater emphasis on the voicing of consonants with
ten out of ten consonantal voicing/antonym pair
word associations resulting in significant chi-square
values. Eight out of these ten showed significance in
the same direction as the Americans' results. One
was different because the American data did not
show significance; and one was the opposite of ~
American data (a significant association with clean &

pretty for the American subjects showed a significant correlation with dirty & ugly for the Japanese).
One of the most interesting characteristics of the
data is its consistency. This consistency sheds a
significant amount of light on sound symbolism. A
more specific phenomenon that deserves attention,
however, is the uniformity with which the Japanese
subjects' pretty & clean/dirty & ugly data differed
from that of their associations made with the other
four antonym pairs. These results were in contradiction to both the claims of Kindaichi (1957) and the
predictions made in this study. In a short interview
after each of the two test sessions, most of the
Japanese respondents said that they felt that all of the
items in the pretty & clean/dirty & ugly group
sounded dirty (even though the five groups were
randomly interspersed in the test, the subjects were
able to distinguish this group of nonsense words
from the other four because the pretty & clean/dirty
& ugly group was the only group with words of
length greater than one syllable). To answer the
question, "Why the Japanese subjects felt this way?"
will require yet further research.
CONCLUSIONS
In the "Results & Discussion" section, it was
shown that many of the predictions concerning this
study were borne out in the results of the experiment. Gender variation within both the American
and Japanese subject groups was shown to be small.
In support of the general claims of sound
symbolism, it was established that many of the
sound/meaning associations were made by each
native-language group in a manner that varied
significantly with chance. Finally, the findings
demonstrated that although most of the tendencies of
the American and Japanese subjects were directionally parallel, the degree to which sound/meaning
associations were made often differed significantly.
This phenomenon was most clearly visible in the
seemingly stronger associations made by the
American subjects between the frontness/backness
of vowels and meaning; and the more definite associations made by the Japanese subjects in the correspondences of consonantal voicing and meaning.
There were, however, a few incidents in which
the results did not concur with the predictions. One
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such occurrence was the assocIatIOn by the
American subjects of the front vowel, [i], with big.
As discussed earlier, this was most likely due to an
inadequacy in test design. A much more notable case
of deviance from the predictions was in the association by the Japanese subjects of front vowels, front
consonants, and voiceless consonants with Idrei
(clean & pretty). This incident is not only interesting
from the standpoint that it was unexpected, but also
because the responses were not idiosyncratic with
respect to the Japanese subject group.
Since relatively little research has been done in
the area of consonantal voicing as it relates to sound
symbolism, the significant degree of correlation
between consonantal voicing and meaning found in
this study has implications for further research.
Continued investigation should endeavor to provide
a greater understanding of the general relationship
between consonantal voicing and meaning. More
specific inquiry might well address such questions
as: "Why did the Japanese subjects show a greater
degree of sound symbolism in consonantal voicing
than the American subjects?" and "As English and
Japanese are both languages in which voicing is
distinctive, what degree of sound symbolism might
be perceived by speakers of Korean, a language in
which voicing is not distinctive?"
In relation to future research in sound
symbolism, it can be seen from this study-as in the
research of Miron (1961) and Ueda (1980)-that
universals likely exist in sound symbolism. It is
possible, however, that such universals may not be
absolutes, but rather tendencies which are general
from one language-speaking population to another.
As studies in sound symbolism are continued, it
would be helpful to involve subjects from a broader
variety of native-language backgrounds. Using a
wider range of semantic values and phonetic features
might likewise help to shed greater light on the
nature of sound symbolism. Also, potentially beneficial would be a thorough study of the lexicon of
the languages of the subjects involved in order to
detennine iflanguage-specific and universal aspects
of sound symbolism are represented in the lexicon

of the respective languages. Finally, the effects of
such language-specific and universal features on
language acquisition and communication should be
investigated.
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